Cintas Reusable Face Mask Program
Pricing, Service, Production
Disposable & Semi-durable Masks

• Direct Sale Solution

• Item 44343 Disposable Face Cover

• Item 44308 Single Ply Fabric Face Cover

• 3 Layer Fabric Face Cover
Reusable Masks for Home Care

Omni Mask
- Item #M2001
- Fabric content: 67% Cotton 33% Polyester
- Elastic: 50% Nylon 50% Rubber
- 25 Masks per Pack, 12 Packs per Case

Penn Emblem Mask
- I-MASKBLK – Black
- I-MASKWHT – White
- Outer shell – 100% polyester water resistant
- Inner shell – 100% cotton
- Elastic binding, Elastic ear loops
- 250 Masks per Pack, 6 Packs per Case

Headmost Mask
- Fabric content: 100% Polyester
Product – Rental

• 65/35 Poly Cotton 3.8 oz. Woven Microcheck Fabric
• 2 Layer, 3 Pleat
  – Rectangular 7 ¼” x 3 ¾”
  – Opens to 7”
• Elastic Ear-loops
• Cintas Manufacturing
  – Fort Smith, Arkansas
Product – FR Face Coverings

Rasco
• CAT 2
• Springfield DH Inherent 6.5oz Fabric (Navy);
• Ultrasoft 88/12 7oz. Fabric (Orange)
• Single Overhead Elastic Band

FR FACE MASK

44312 FR Face Mask with Elastic Back
• ATPV 8.9; CAT 2 for color 20 Navy; ATPV 8.7; CAT 2 for color 13 Orange
• Sizes: One size fits most
• Quantity: Sold in bundles of 10

FRONT

BACK

NAVY
6.5 oz. DH Fabric

ORANGE
7 oz. Ultrasoft® Fabric
Rental Program – Bulk

- Bulk Customer Distributes Masks to Employees
- Employees Use Face Mask
- Employees Deposit in Common Slim Jim Receptacle
- SSR Collects Linen Bags From Bins
- Launder
- Bulk Pack Out 50ea Bundles
- Deliver Clean Sealed Plastic Bag
- Inject New Mask Inventory 50 Pack
Product – Soil Bin

- Cintas Slim Jim Trash Can
- Cintas Lid
- Wall Placard Describing contents
- Linen Bag Liner
- Mask Bin, Lid, Slotted Insert will be **Blue**, Billboard will be **Green**

FR Soil Bin in development for soil separation – same system.